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of Italy for receiving Chicherin, so I felt I was at least in good
company.
I had been told that Queen Marie cherished the dream of see-
ing her sister, who married the Grand Duke Cyril, become some
day Czarina of Russia ! Vain hope if one may dare to prophesy.
Finally, after I had listened politely and coldly to all she had
to say, attempting neither explanation nor excuse, she turned
upon me angrily and reproached my attitude of indifference
and detachment. One had no right, she said, to be an onlooker
in the world. Her anger made me feel more detached than
ever.
At Mudania when my Turkish friends said good-bye they
added " we shall meet again soon." Having successfully
marked time in Bulgaria and Rumania, the Lausanne Conference
was now assembling, and here in truth we all did meet again.
The Swiss hotels were full of Turks who, having cast aside
kalpak and fez, looked extremely ordinary. " One must look
like everyone else when one goes abroad," they said. Ismet
Pasha and Lord Curzon in tall hats and carrying little gripsacks
looked like doctors on their rounds!
After twenty-four hours in Lausanne I realized that the
Conference was going to be long, secret and dull. I had been
spoilt by the dramatic conference of Mudania in which one
seemed really to be taking a part. Even at Geneva in Septem-
ber the League of Nations had admitted one to its councils.
But at Lausanne the Press were admitted nowhere. They
hung about the foyers of the hotels, trying to waylay those of
importance who passed through and who might have inform-
ation. There were of course official communications given
out by each nation to its press representatives after every
session, but these official communiques were more in the nature
of propaganda than of news, more suitable for press agencies
than for special correspondents. As each nationality gave out
its own official point of view xme could glean at least seven
varying stories of the same session. There was the British,
the Turkish, the Russian, the French, the Italian, the Rumanian

